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This crossword was compiled during a live broadcast on Twitch, with users in the chat collaborating to set
each clue. It was chaired by Daniel Peake, and it took approximately two hours to complete.

No 1 by Sinclair
Across

Down

1

A coat for royal depths? (6)

1

4

Shoe with a hole in it and worn out tip for a special
event (8)

Local area’s venison stew contains hint of
rosemary (8)

2

Mario can whip up pasta (8)

3

New part of albino velociraptor (5)

5

Exotic carnal brochure is smoking hot! (8,6)

6

Sounds like Charles got the axe but no-one can see
it? (3,6)

13 Egg on posse - time to replace clubs! (9)

7

14 Conventional place unusually runny around 45
degrees (7)

Showing pressure, me and my partner go down to
the pub (6)

8

Spice up Jewel song cut short (6)

16 Poker player needs this endless banter (4)

9

Bugs listen to tribe summit on natural
meadows (6-8)

10 Hear a poet writing about sin... or the other way
around? (4,5)
11 Nest for old cockerel with tail plucked (5)
12 Right by a river far away from the city (5)

19 Periodically cut large afro with gel (4)
20 Run into friend, one in Africa (7)
23 Ship might bloom (9)
24 Do without gold in dense fog (5)
25 Teacher’s endless chat (5)
26 Clumsy in a gentle sort of way (9)
27 Motivate leaderless Denise getting a bit a work (8)

15 Consuming cooked glen fungi (9)
17 Add to safe during test (8)
18 Gentleman returns eight Italian small rice dishes (8)
21 Appear to come together on the internet? (6)
22 I’m going off for two rounds? (3-3)
24 Some poetry about long ships (5)

28 Highlight short hair (6)
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